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SEARCH FOR GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
IN FIRMS: STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Doç.Dr. Çadi Can Saruhan*

In the long run, only firms which have open strategies and can
turn them into operative activities, in other words those which put them
into practice, will be able to improve, develope and grow. Strategy is a
frame within decisions about the direction and nature of the firm are
taken; it is an answer to what and why the firm wants to be in the fu
ture. And turning the strategies into operative activities is the answer to
how the firm wants to shape up.
Strategy is composed of four parts (1):
(1) P ro d u ct / M arket combination: It is process of determining the
market and products for the firm to compete.
(2) Determination of resources, methods and technology the firm
will have: These factors enable the firm to differ from its rivals and reach
the planned position.
(3) D istributing the resources: To different divisions of the firm in
order to have an edge on its rivals.
(4) Determination of standarts and financial criterions: Which ena
bles the standarts to be applied, and expected aims and results to be
measured.
Organic integrity of the aims, strategies and working programs ex
plains the strategy; in other words, strategic planning is a process in
which the log term aims of the firm, and necessary resources, means and
methods for reaching these aims are determined carrying out the strate
gies and bringing them to a conclusion is the task of the strategic man
agement (2).
Strategic planning process begins with environmental analysis; for
the most important function of the strategic plan is to accodomate the
firm to its environment. Environmental analysis must be taken up in
two ways: First analysis of different geographical and the natural conditions, socio-cultural and legal-political structures that international com
petition requires, and secondly anaysis of the sector in which the firm
acts or wants to act. In consequence of this analysis, the firm will determine its position in the mentioned environment (3).
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STRATEGY OF THE WORKING UNITS OF THE FIRM
Strategic working units are relatively independent
Characteristics of working units of the firm may be summarized as
follows (4):
(1) M arket function: This explains products and service offered to
spesific customer groups by the working unit based on some certain tech
nological characteristics.
(2) Com petition adventages: These are means of the working unit
employs to achieve market function better than its rivals (for example,
well-trained personnel, convenient service-price corelation, after sales
service to the customers and sound industrial relations).
(3) M ain step s an d tim ing: It is necessary to bring the working
unit to a desired and aimed position.
(4) Expected results (market share, price, cost, financial criterions
etc.): This is to measure steps and development during the realization of
the strategies.
Strategic Working Unit (SWU) has two basic characteristics (5):
(1) A utonom y of th e SWU: For example, if a SWU at production
step faces defect, malfunction because of transferring raw materials and/
or by-product to another division, it loses its characteristic. And working
at bench goes wrong because of any other work the SWU loses its charac
teristic again. If a manager of the SWU may be transfered to another di
vision and the SWU is affected from this, the SWU loses its autonomy.
(2) The SWU fullfills extern-m arket function by itself. Four ele
ments mentioned above enlighten this characteristic.
DEVELOPING A STRATEGY FOR THE SWU
When we want to develope a strategy for the SWU, we need to
take the present situation of the SWU, aimed market position and re
quired relative competition advantages into consideration. Another im
portant point is th at how quick the desired changes can be made with
scarce resources of the firm. If we made plans too early with too much re
sources for bringing the SWU to a desired position without inquiring
about the rivals and determining advantages and disadvantages, then
we would use up resources, and our competition strength would weaken.
On the other hand if we made decisions belatedly without allocating
enough resources to put the decisions into effect, then we would remain
behind our rivals (6).
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New methods are the main steps to turn strategic ideas into tangi
ble operations. And for the success of a strategy, mentioned steps must
be taken right on time. Strategy just makes sense when the expected
targets and aims are reached; that is why these are the things that
must be done (7):
—Selecting the criterions to evaluate the strategies,
—Explaining the results which are expected from the strategy with
the help of these criterions,
—Determining if the firm reached its minimum targets.
We can range criterions to evaluate the strategies as follows (8):
Profitableness, cash - flow, productivity, creating resources, return on in
vestment, cash circulation, market share, etc... It is possible to increase
the criterions. Criterions vary with the firm being industrial or commer
cial. It is essential to reach a conclusion considering all criterions toget
her. For example, cash - circulation is swifter at commercial firms than
industrial firms. But how much of the money is supplied from the own
resources of the firm? In this situation, we need the rate between credit
and money used. Also it is important to know how much of it short-term
debt and how much of it long - term debt; for interest rate of the short term credit is fairly high, so it causes a considerable financial expendi
ture. With this, profit is affected negatively. At this point, the rates bet
ween short - term debts / total credit and long - term debts / total credit
are needed.
Every strategy must be formulated in an operational way. That is,
a strategy is supposed to show what product and / or service must be
produced, which markets are to be directed towards market shares, the
timing of sales and profit. If we think in economic way, then strategy
needs income and expenditure as criterions; if employment must be exp
lanatory. Expected aims are essential to evaluate, the strategy (9).
It is possible to make a decision about the strategy after selecting
the criterions and defining the expected aims in the light of these criteri
ons. Decision made is about applicability of the strategy and realization
degree.
—Judgement of the firm,
—Expectation of the employees, customers, related industries,
partners will determine what realization degree is acceptable for the
firm.
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CONCLUSION
Strategie management appears to have developed with the birth of
"marketing” as a concept separate from the supportive services that ori
ginally were grouped together under that term. Today, all functional are
as are considered amenable to strategic management. There are strate
gies for manufacturing, for employee relations, and even strategies for re
search and development. Since strategies determine what will be done in
a business, those who are capable of devising good strategies have and
advantage over their competition for top level management positions.
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